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Abstract - Now you can see that India’s population is 
reached beyond 1.2 billion and the population rate is 
increasing day by day so  after 25-30 years there will be 
serious problem of food for everyone, so to solve this problem 
development of agriculture is very much important. Today, the 
farmers are suffering from the lack of resources rains and 
scarcity of water. Overall the main aim of this paper is to 
provide an automatic irrigation system thereby saving time, 
money & power of the farmer and solving the all issue. The 
traditional farming-land irrigation techniques require manual 
work and man powers are required. With the help of latest 
technology of irrigation the man power can be minimized. 
Whenever there is some changes in temperature and the 
humidity of the surroundings these sensors  senses the 
variation  in the temperature and humidity and gives an 
interrupt signal to the micro-controller from which we can 
monitorize the overall system automatically . 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

This system is an attempt towards the smart 
irrigation system concept. An electronic device is 
responsible for sensing the temperature and Moisture 
conditions. Along with it Bluetooth functionality is added to 
the hardware device. The sensed environmental conditions 
are taken and sent to the Server, which has a Mysql database 
for storage of records. The sensor nodes are then deployed 
in  the irrigation field for sensing  moisture value of soil and 
this sensed data is sent to controller node. On receiving 
sensor value the controller node checks it with required soil 
moisture value.  

When this moisture value is not upto the required level in 
irrigation field then the motor is switched on to irrigate 
associated agriculture field and alert message is send to 
registered mobile phone. Smart irrigation systems estimate 
and measure diminution of existing plant moisture in order 
to operate an irrigation system, restoring water as needed 
while minimizing excess water use. The effects of the applied 
amount of irrigation water, irrigation frequency and water 

use are particularly important. To improve water efficiency 
there must be a proper irrigation scheduling strategy.  

For continuously increasing demand of food necessities, it’s 
important to rapid improvement in production of food 
technology. Agriculture is only the source to provide this. 
This is the important factor in human societies to get a 
growth and dynamic demand in food production. Agriculture 
plays an important role in economy and development. 
Agriculture plays the important role in the economy and 
development of  India. Due to lack of water and scarcity of 
land water resulting into decrease in volume of water on 
earth, and thus farmers prefer irrigation. In agriculture, 
there is two things is very important, first to get information 
of about fertility of soil and second is to measure moisture 
content in soil. Nowadays for irrigation different Techniques 
are available which are used to reduce the dependency of 
rain. And mostly this technique is driven from electrical 
power and on/off switching. There is also more technique 
available which are based on climate data and are irrigated 
with smart controller and using microclimate data to 
schedule irrigation water. Also irrigation is real time 
application. These technique, irrigate using following 
techniques.  

∙ Internet based Monitoring using Servers, android etc. 
having different approaches.  

∙ Monitoring using Wireless Sensor Networks. 

∙ Wireless Monitoring using Bluetooth, Arduino. 

∙ Applications have varied widely like Home Automation, 
Security Systems, Bio-medical applications, Agriculture, 
Environment, Reservoir, Bridge health monitoring, etc. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
In this paper, soil moisture and temperature sensors  were 
placed in root  zone of plants and gateway unit. It  handles 
the sensor information and transmit data to a web 
application. One algorithm was developed for measuring 
threshold values of temperature and soil moisture sensor 
that was programmed into a microcontroller to control 
water quantity. Photovoltaic panel is used. Another factor 
that is cellular-Internet interface is used that allows  data 
inspection and irrigation scheduling  which is  implemented 
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using  an android application . The automatic system was 
tested for several days and result showed that it saves  
ninety percent of water required for farming as compared 
with traditional irrigation system. Three replicas of the 
automated system was successfully implemented in other 
places  for several couple of months. Because of its energy 
autonomy and low cost, the system has the potential to 
prove itself greatly useful in water limited geographically 
isolated area. 
 
Acoustic based technique was developed to detect soil 
moisture content. The main purpose of this technique is to 
develop  measurement of  soil moisture in real time method. 
The technique is based on relationship between two 
quantities  that are, speed of sound and the degree of 
saturation with water in soil. [2] This paper design is a 
model of automatic irrigation system which is based on 
microcontroller and solar power that was used only as a  
source  of  power supply. Various sensors are placed in 
paddy field. Different sensors  sense water level 
continuously and give the information to the  farmer through 
mobile phone. Farmer can  control the motor using mobile 
phone from remote location. If the water level reaches its 
threshold value, motor automatically powers off. [4]  
The automatic system designed using ARM and GSM 
technology. Soil moisture sensor placed in root zone in 
paddy field that  senses water level. The system  set up is 
based on  ARM7TDMI core and GSM. System communicates 
via  GSM. GSM operates through SMS and is a link between 
ARM processor and centralized unit. This system detects 
climate and  field condition as a  real time. This information 
is sent to user in the form of SMS and GSM modem is 
controlled using AT (Attention) commands. These 
commands  control  majority of the functions of GSM model. 
[5]  
In this  paper,  automatic irrigation technique is 
implemented  using WSN  (Zig-bee and internet technology). 
The idea was developed to improve irrigation system and 
reduce the cost of  water. Sensors are placed in farm that 
sense continuously and collect the information. This 
information stored  using  centralized monitoring  and also 
passed  to data collection interface and then transmits it to 
the wireless sensing node. Using this information, system 
was control automatically using internet. [6]  

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The main motivation and overall structure of this proposed 
system is to solve the problem of irrigation and every sector 
of agriculture field by using latest technology and to show 
correct values of sensors on android app by using app user 
can ON/OFF node using blue-tooth. The sensors capture and 
provide values to the Arduino which in turn stores the values 
to Database. All the activities in the farm field are notified to 
user with help of internet. 

 

4. OVERALL ANALYSIS 
 
 An automatic irrigation system used for irrigate sage crop 
field for several days that saves more then  eighty five to 
eighty eight percent of water as compare to traditional 
irrigation system using WSN and GPRS system(1) . The 
BRUTSAERT’s model is used to measure the moisture level 
of soil as an accurate, on site, real-time method that also 
derives the speed-moisture curves, the conditions for the 
actual validity of the curves, and the suitable sound 
frequency  to  perform the measurements, for a wide range 
of agricultural soil in different physical conditions [3]. 
Automatic irrigation system  works  using mobile  phone. It 
also  uses solar power as a  power source [7]. Arm is also 
used to monitor the irrigation system as a real time system 
for irrigation, system is implemented  using GPRS system [8]. 
Automatic irrigation system is controlled using Zigbee and 
IOT [9]. GPRS techniques faces disadvantage viz speed, 
distance  factor, reliability, hence GPRS is discarded from the  
project. Zigbee  have only one  disadvantage in this project 
and that is  low transmission rate. It is used only  for smaller 
distance. Maximum papers have problem in networking 
following with some security issues [10]. 
 
 

 
Fig -1: Soil moisture sensor  
 
Most of the soil moisture sensors are designed to estimate 
soil volumetric water content that works on the dielectric 
constant (soil bulk permittivity) of  that soil. The dielectric 
constant is defined as the soil's ability to transmit electricity. 
The dielectric constant of soil increases with the increase in 
water content of the soil. This is due to the fact that the 
dielectric constant of water is much larger than that of the 
other soil components actually have, including air. Thus, 
measurement of the dielectric constant gives a predictable 
estimation of water content. 
The threshold value  is set by the user. Another  control 
technique along  with  the  SMS is “on-demand” where the 
controller starts  irrigation at a low threshold value and 
terminates irrigation at a high threshold value. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Thus system provides  both humidity and moisture values 
that are captured using sensors. If the value is lesser than 
threshold, it will  notify  to water the plant, Along with this 
blue tooth functionality is added to the hardware device. The 
sensed environmental conditions are taken and sent to the 
Server, which has the Mysql database for storage of records.  
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